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A new concept was proposed at TRIIJMF t,o damp the 
higher order rrroclcs in Booster cavity by c-mploying a sem- 
lumped high-pass filter connr&d across the accelerating 
gap. The HOM investigation was conducted on the exist- 
ing prototylje ferrit.e Ioad~d Roost,rr cavity. 

This paper rc7port.s numerical st udics of the various 
HOM darnptrs using the plpctromagnctic simulation code 
MAFIA. During numerical modelling, some modifications 
of the original design w<lrc proposed; coupling reduction t,o 
the fundamental and t,he second HOM damping increase 
wrre predicted theoretically. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

In the Los Alanlos-TRIUMF cavity[l], intended as an ac- 
celerating st,ructurc for the Booster ring of t,he TRIUMF 
KAON project,, the shunt resistance of the cavity second 
harmonic (in some part of the frequency range) is approx- 
imately as high as that of the fundamental mode. Conse- 
quently, it is necclssnry to provide means to suppress higher 
order modes so its to avoid beam instabilities. 
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Fieure 1: Electric field dwtribution in filter v 
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The first type of HOM damper proposed for the Los 
Alamos- TRIUMI;’ cavity was the so called ‘Smyt,he-type’ 
damper[2]. How.t%ver, t,his damper has the disadvantage 
that the influence on the fundamental mode is relatively 
strong. In order to rrducc the coupling t.o the fundament,al, 
a new concept of damping higher order modes by employ- 
ing a high-pass filter was proposed at TRI1JMF[3]. 
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2 CAVITY SIMULATION 

Formerly the filt,er-type damper consisted of three plane 
copper disks terminated by an arrangement of rods (Fig. 1) 
and the rods for the third disk are terminated by 50-Ohm 
resistors. Rut,, in this case, the gap between the first and 
second plat.cs presents a decelerating gap for charged par- 
ticles. &cause of this fact, an additional structure, the so 
called ‘horn’, was installed between the main gap and the 
first filter disk (Fig. 2). 
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The tube, which is situat.ed close to the heam pipe, is in- 

The horn is comprised of a tube, conccnt,ric with the 
heam axis, and a large diameter disc with iris for the beam. 1 2: Modzfied filter geometry wifh ‘horn’ 
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tended to screen the beam from the unwanted decelerating 
field. The influence of the ‘horn’ on the filter parameters 
and damping effectiveness was studied. 

*guest scientist from JINR, Dubna, Russia 
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Figure 3: TKF boosicr cavity wzth HOM damping filler 

To simulate the damping resistors. the conductivity of 
the part of the t,erminating rods for the third disk (ap- 
prox. l/3 part) was changed. Simulat,ions were made of 
t,he HOM damper cavity alone. 

The measured electrical charact,eristic of the filter shows 
that for frequencies above 150 MHz the resistance should 
be 50 Ohm, whereas for the fundamental mode it is around 
10 kOhm. Keeping t,hese pararrl~~tc~rs constant, values for 
the conductivity of the changeable part of the rods were 
found for the computer model. Throughout this paper, 
the t,prrns ‘loaded’ and ‘unloaded’ refer respectively to t.he 
casscs of: (i) conduct,ivity of the termination parts of the 
damper (in isolation) adjusted to give a shunt resistance of 
50 ohm at the fundamental of the damper, (ii) conductivity 
of termination parts of the damper as for copper. 

Lsing the same value of conductivity found in the pre- 
vious simulation, a calculation of i.he full cavity structure 
wia.s performed (Fig. 3, only a quarter of the structure 
is shown). The calculations were done for the following 
particular value of the (non-isotropic) ferrite permeabil- 
ity: ,LL~=/L~=~.Q, 1~~=1.0. 

The ‘horn’ installation results in lower Q factor and 
shunt resistance R of the second mode in the unloaded 
case, and provides better damping of the second mode 
when loaded by the damping filter. Moreover, there is 
no afft-ct on the fundamental[4]-[5]. 

The ROM results for the structure wit,h the ‘horn’ are 
present,ed in Table l&2 (only modes which are related to 
the accelerating gap are present,ed). 
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Figure 4: Cavity ?rzth rcduccd gap cnpacztancr 
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Figure 5: Filler wzlh termznalrd fir.Sf 9aP 

by 5O-Ohln resistors), To avoid this, t,hr first gap b<yt,\vcc:n 
the ‘horn’ and the first p1at.e was eliminated (Fig. 5). The 
HOM results of simulating this structure are shown in Ta- 
bles 4-3. The damping effect on the second mode was 
increased. The structure with reduced gap capacitance is 
still preferable in terms of the fundamental mode coupling. 

Thus, provisionally, the ‘best’ struct,ure is that with r+ 
duced accelerating gap capacitance and with the first filter 
gap eliminated: the characteristics of this cavity in the rc- 
quired frequency span are given in Figs. 6 -7 

260 

240 
The main result of this calculation is the identification 2 

of a rclat,ivrly strong damping of the fundamental mode as 2 
220 

a result of coupling to the filter via the accelerating gap. z 200 
It was suspected that t,he coupling could be decreased by 2 
retlucing the gap capacitanre; see Fig. 4. Table 3 summa- 180 

rizes the results of a cavity simulation using a reduced gap 160 
capacitance. 

Because the horn is the additional capacitance and in- 140 

ductance in the filter structure, and the inductance of the 120 
horn is smaller than the rod inductances, so it follows that 
the predominant part of the rf current flows along the tube 100 + 4 

of the horn. This results in a reduction of the HOhii damp- LO 45 50 60 70 

ing because the rf current by-passes the rods. (This can FXQGZNCY [NXzl 
be another possibility for the filter - to terminate the horn Figure 6: Cawly shunt imp~~nncc tn frepzlcncy range 
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Table 1: TKF Booster Cavity With HOM Filter Damper 
(no ‘horn’, all disks, large gap capacitance) 

mode 1 f/MHz 1 Q 1 R/Ohm 1 Q, 1 &/Ohm 
1 1 41.74 1 5299 1 120384 1 4190 1 106211 
2 
3 
6 
8 
10 - 

102.08 
128.34 
171.96 
183.35 
224.75 

40 45 ,o 55 60 65 70 
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Figure 7: C’ndy Q-factor in frequency range Table 2: TKF Booster Cavity With HOM Filter Damper 

3 CONCLUSIONS 
‘horn’ 
mode 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
7 

,a 

1 

.I1 disks. 
f/MHz 
43.47 
104.98 
118.45 
147.28 
147.93 
177.59 

? capacitance) 

zzizL% 

Lrge 
& 
5303 
7133 
4887 
5453 
4877 
4865 

JJO41 dampers for TRJUMF KAON Booster cavity were 121904 30 
:nvestigat,cd using the MXFJA simulation code. A design 3161 0 
solution better than the existing one WAX proposed and 17210 0 
verified nurll,:rifally. However, some model assumptions 33 52 
had to bc made, and these should be takrn into consider- 
ation while comparing t.he filter options. It was supposed 

9535 1 0 

that in nil crises the shunt rcsistanctr of the HOM damper 
itself is 10 kOhm at the cavity fundamental mode and 50 
Ohm at the highs-r ordr~ mode frequencies. Rut in the Table 3: TKF Booster Cavity With HO11 Filter Damper 
c:w of a filter with three disks and horn (first filter gap (‘horn’, all disks, redused gap capacitance) 
not eliminated), the filter chara&ristic in the frequency mode f/MHz Q R/Ohm Qr R,/Ohm 
span of the cavi!y fundamental behaves differently than 1 48.03 5430 122113 5284 120336 
in the other cases. The abwnce of measured impedance 2 112.89 5756 117757 35 819 
data (at the cxvit,y fundament.al) for some of the filter de- 3 121.21 5895 68611 2 36 
signs implies that, c,xnct compnrat,ive simulat,ions could not 4 147.96 4952 283 31 3 
be pprforrned. This fact could be another reason for the 5 148.47 5429 12584 1 3 
strong damping of the fundament,al mode report,cd in Ta- 7 179.37 4753 17854 0 1 
blc: 1 
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Table 4: TKF Booster Cavity With HOM Filter Damper 
(filter with terminated first gap, large gap capacitance) 

mode I f/MHz ( Q ( R/Ohm ) Q, I &/Ohm 
1 1 43.51 ( 5310 1 124754 1 5014 1 120749 

,io K%,;;;i, ;o;l;6; 1 l; , 2; 1 

Table 5: TKF Booster Cavity With HOM Filter Damper 
(filter with terminated first gap, reduced gap capacitance) 

mode I f/MHz I Q ) R/Ohm I Q, I RI/Ohm 
1 1 48.05 1 5435 1 120745 1 5316 1 119310 
2 116.29 7512 197265 8 298 
3 139.38 5000 338 1 0 
6 170.91 5200 32620 1 9 
9 203.57 8978 3982 2 1 
10 222.36 8387 2924 0 0 
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